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vice employes ' to seven 'years.
By
doing so the president would hold up
his own salary, that of every member
of congress and every employe of the
United States courts. Speculations
of the possibility 6t passing the bill
over his veto ..are being discussed and
leaders are canvassing the house and
'

VETERANS AND REGULARS ARE

A!

DEPRIVED OF

THE SUGAR HEARING.
Denver, Aug. 14. Thomas A. Duke,
formerly secretary of the Wholesale
Grocers' club; was the first witness
on the stand today in the third days'
inquiry by the federal government
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As soon as the president'"! veto
Mr. Duke, who was secretary of
message had been read"' the house
the Wholesale Grocers' association in
OF democrats began an attempt to reDISAPPROVES
1911, said he never had in his pos- PRESIDENT
session an agreement of the wholepass the bill over the executive'
ANOTHER NEW TARIFF
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disapproval. '
sale grocers to advance the price of
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J
MEASURE.
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leaders
The
entered
said
in
further
republican
and
the
state,
sugar
upon a determined fight against the
be did not know of one in the assoA A A
A.
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A
ciation.
The agreement to which SEKOS MESSAGE TO C0KS1ESS plan and a I6ngl'debat8 was prysipt- ;;.JV
tated.
reference was made, was one whijjh
Charles R. Hurd testified
Speaker Clark finally ruled that the
Monday
LAW
PROPOSED
did exist, and which stipulated' an HE DECLARES
question of considering , Immediately
BILL
DEFICIENCY
OF
HASTY
TO
SIGNS
SHOWS
PASS
the president's- ireto' 'was a question
Li I
advance of 20 per cent over themar
BLM.IE FAILURE
i
of the highest constitutional priviCONSTRUCTION.
ket price per sack. '
lege and therefordipkced all othCommissioner
State
Highway
Mer business before- the house.
,
Denies Power of Congress to Compel Him to Obey Communis to
Actual Thomas H. Tulley, formerly Of Duran-go- IS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE
Mania appealed from
Leader,
Aclioa of Congress in Holding Up Legislation Is Causing
inority
hearin
the
federal
today
sugar
Show Bis CorrespoodesceEIay Ee IIclJ in Contempt
the decision of the chair, but lost by
Who Fought to Save the Coun-- "
ing, was called to corroborate the
Suffering Amid Ranks of Men
;
'vote! f .
an
overwhelming
Officer's Promotion
MANY
Being IIcSJ Up PecJIrg Findis
'
testimony given late yesterday by EXECUTIVE THINKS TOO
and House Can Reach AgreeLeader Underwood pro
try in the Sixties-- If Senate
Majority
Dar-- J
to
that
the
Ward
effect
Darley
AD
of the Inquisitors
,JEOPLE WOULD EE
ment Relief May Be Afforded at Today's Session'
posed a plan that provided one hour's
ley's efforts to promote the building
VERSELY affected;
divided'' equally, at the
to
be
deibate
of a sugar plant In Durango liad
expiration of which a vote on passbeen frustrated by the sugar inter'
14. President ing the bill over thJ president's veto
Washington,
Aug;
as
the
"sugknown
ests, commonly
Washington, Aug. 14 Secretary
taken.
to
vetoed
was
be
bill.
has
a
In
the
Taft
steel
ar
and the house committee Intrust."
Stimaon
the
pension
NOT
ENOUGH
Veto..
to
Over
Washington, Aug. 14. The senate today repassed
His,
the
message
congress
president
Mr.
been
to
having
Tulley testified
vestigating the case of Major Beecher
all pension agencies
said he disapproved the measure beWithin three hourj alter President
appropriation bill with a provision abolishing
Colo.of
Aitken
told
L.
B. Ray, the army paymaster acoused
h.
withbill
by
recently
is expected to approve the
bill
tariff
sent
steel
the
had
cause
revenue
it
Taft
for
January 31, 1913. The house
provided
only
a
met
on
TO CONVICT NEGRO of having done political work for
rado Serines when they
available.
out delay, making all pension appropriations immediately
and took no account of protection for back to congress with a message of
Mr.
Aitken
train
that
after
President Taft, clashed today over
railway
house
the
American
condemned
He
industries.
today
passed
disapproval
Charles
had been in conference with
the right of the committee to call on
and means committee for It over his veto. The vote was 173 FEATHERSTONE,
ACCUSED
OF Mr. Stimson to produce papers in tha
Boetcher, now vice president of the the ways
83 against
it, and one
KILLING DENVER GIRL, MAY
Great Western Sugar company, tele- refusing public hearings on the bill. to pass it,
case. . Representative Bulkier of
not voting. It Is not exand
His veto was expected.
present
DuBE
RELEASED
to
sent
Washington. An.' 14 Thousands
had
been
Ohio announced he would look for
phone messages
Mr. Taft gave as another reason pected to repass the senate.
of army veterans, in need because
some precedent to-- accuse the secrerango bankers to put a damper on
Denver, Aug. 14. Admitting that tary of contempt of congress.
the annual r.eus.u: bill W Held up in SON IS BORN TO
the proposed sugar plant there be- for his veto that the bill affected not
ASKS FOR HELP.
cause such a plant would be inimical only the iron and steel industry, but
only circumstantal evidence had been
congress, may he relieved at once it
Secretary Stimson denied tie right
allied
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 14. Fred W. secured to connect John Feather- - of congress to try to get through, him
the house will meet the senate's new
industries, which
to the1 business of the sugar inter- fifty-ninCOLONEL ASTOR ests.
he said, were worth separate classi- Edmonds, game warden at Versylvia, stone, a negro, with the murder of letters and papers of a personal naproposal lor the abolishment of the
agencies.
seventeen outlying pension
At this juncture, Mr. Tulley of his fication; Mr. Taft wrote he was not has telegraphed to Santa Fe for aid. Miss Signe Carlzen last Friday night ture. He resisted the effort of th
Tne i
all abolished.
wants
Ttia iirvnKo
wwu
motion refused, when pressed to prepared to say there were no items He alleges that he ran onto a gang in Montclalr suburb, Chief of Police members to pin him down to the adown
i
"
lug
senate pensions committee today de- HE(R QF TITANIC HERO IS NAMED give further details, to testify fur- in the steel schedule which ought of hunters in his neighborhood and Felix O'Neil today declared that the mission that he or some one in bis
elded ' to suggest a compromise Dy
FOR HIS FATHER BY DOTING
ther, saying that the information he not to be reduced, but he pointed out demanded that they show their lic- investigation of accusations against department had "held back" from con
MOTHER
had obtained was given him in confi- that its advalorem rate was an ap ense. Instead of doing so they de the negro was only one phrase of the gress the papers In the Ray cane.
abolishing the agencies on February ...
ImTh,e whole bill was sched1, 1913:
dence. On the government's attor- parent reduction of fifteen per cent prived the game warden of his gun police search for the murderer.
Representative Martin said tha
and told him to chase himself. EdNew York, Aug. 14. JVIrs. Madeline neys insisting that Mr. Tulley should from the duties of the Wilson law.
Last night and today agents pt Dis portant thing to learn was wtelieit
uled .to come up in the senate today
with an amendment to that effect.
Force Aster, survivor of the Titanic give all the Information he had, a
"A bill for a complete revision of monds wants the mounted police to trict Attorney Willis V. Elliott's of- the conduct of the war department
fice were known to be actively push-in- was guided by a "hint" from someIt is believed the nouse will accept disaster, in which her husband the recess was ordered until tomorrow this schedule was presented to me rescue his weapon for him.
now due to late Colonel John Jacob Astor, lost
a separate Investigation, the; nat- - body outside. Mr. Stimson eaJ.d no-morning "to enable Mr. Tulley to a year ago In the extra session ,of this
it Nearly $9,000,000 ia bureau
today his life last April, gave birth to a confer with attorneys.
and scope of which was guarded thing! had been found during lis adture
pensioners. The pension
the'- president.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
coflfci ess, :A
'
faced the greatest financial crisis in son at 3:15 o'clock this morning. The
No
Counsel for the government stated "Many tyicrAases and decreases of (Washington, Aug. 14. Senate Con- closely.
information .had'- been ministration that warranted "uisalp- ;
its history as the result of the lack new arrival has been named John Ja after adojurnment of the hearing that rates '!- rfW". ma le from those vened at 10 a. in.
received by the police early today to linary action" in the case. IV, Stimim
of funds to pay pensioners. The cob Astor after his father. The baby in the event of Mr. Tulley's continued named in the former measure.
illajce son said ha, considered the conduct ot
; Wool
tariff revision bill, passed by Ccniif&: theknown
San Francisco, agency ihas a balance becomes a direct heir to $3,000,000 refusal to testify, they would probhad
Featheruwiie,
General J. Franklin "BeiTancf 'Brigt
reiimi
john
"The changes are not explained, louse over president's veto, was
fly
of exactly seven cents and Detroit of the Astor fortune.
alias Peter Dillon, in Oklahoma City dier General Clarence Edwards in
ably certify the fact to the federal and indicate the nabty method pur- ported.
all the
terms handling the papers in the case,
The attending physician said moth- district court in New York, and ask sued in the preparation of both. Is
only four cents. Reports from
Former Governor O'Dell of New o rthat the prisoner had served
told er and son are in good condition. The for a
bureau
the
at
agencies received
mandatory writ compelling him it not fair to ask, either on the basis York testified before campaign funds in the Oklahoma and Texas peniten- "highly Irregular" as individuals
the same story of no money for the fact that its father proved himself a to disclose whatever information he of protection of revenue, which was investigating committee regarding E. tiaries. Assurances were given, how- though not as officials. Some of the
of the case papers are said to be with General
veterans and their dependents on the hero in the Titanic disaster by step had relative to the sugar fight in Duright? On the whole, therefore, 1 H. Harriman's $240,000 contribution ever, that this phase
,.
It Bell in Manila.
nation's pension list.
would be investigated thoroughly.
ping aside to let women and children rango.
am not willing to approve of legisla- to the republican 1904 fund.
Featherstone
This condition is due to thgt delay take places in lifeboats and that the
that
understood
was
The committee thinks It has not
tion of this kind, which vitally afBegan consideration of the Coosa
Of congress in passing the pension wife from whom he parted was his
another rigor been given all of the documentary
to
be
would
subjected
atBurton
dam
not
working-meSenator
fects
of
river
millions
bill;
only
debride of but a few months, coupled
appropriation bill. The veterans
evidence concerning Major Ray's recGETS OFF EASY.
and the families dependent on tacking government's, policy in grant- ous sweating" toaay Dy
feelare
who
f
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O'Neil reviv- ord and the investigation has simwhich
Chief
prostatement
with the large fortune
The
pendent upon pensions,
14.
PresC.
D.
Aug.
Washington,
them, but hundreds of millions of dol. ing water power privileges.
still are mered down to a congressional quest
ing the pinch of poverty because the vided for a posthumous child, have, ident Taft yesterday, commuted to a lars' worth of stocks of goodsi in the
Coosa River Dam bill was displac- ed the belief that the police
not lent unusual interest to the arrival of
are
"broke"
office1
is
who was for "the papers."
the
for
stranger
pension
searching
(he
four
a
hands
and
conof storekeepers and .distribu- ed by cotton tariff revision bill,,
year penal
year
day
alone in their dilemma. Practically the youngest Astor.
Mr. Stimson told the committee
sentence of Mariano F. Sena of Santa tors generally, without first providing sideration of which was ihegun and reported to have accosted
the
in
posts
of
the
scene
near
all the regulars at army
The new Astor baby will be one of Fe, N. M., who was convicted of
the
Kaiser
Taft was holding up a
Olga
President
for a careful and disinterested in- an amendment adopted to repeal the
United States have received no pay the few children ever born with a fornomination for a lieutenant colonelcy
account of census enumer- quiry Into the
conditions of the Canadian reciprocity act; Senator La crime early Friday evening.
since June 1.
tune as large as $3,000,000 in Its own ator at the time tne census of 1900 whole
for which Major Ray was in lino
Follette offered a substitte which was
industry.
This extraordinary situation was right. Colonel Astor had provided was taken in New Mexico. Although
TODAY'S BASEBALL
A
"From the outset of my administra- voted down.
pending the committee's report. The
caused by the delay in passing the that whether the child was a boy or-- a Sena was convicted ten years ago, he tion I have
American League
committee's investigation had develConvened at noon.
House:
revision of the
a
urged
general deficiency bill. The. regular girl it should receive that sum.
Philadelphia, Aug. 14. Philadelphia oped a social scandal in which Mdjor
has so far never served a day of his tariff bases on a nonpartisan study
President Taft returned .steel tarexR. H. T3.
won the first game today.
army , appropriation had been
four year sentence. The commuta- of the facta. I have provided the iff revision bill with his veto.
Ray was charged with being concern8 13 1
hausted in May and the war departth
Philadelphia
ed. Secretary Stimson rebuked
tion was recommenced by a trial means for securing such information
Sceretary Stimson testified before
3 11 1
atment was ueyciiuiu& v
Cleveland
STORY IS
which
the
for
publicity
committee
of the first official acts in the appointment of a tariff board. war department
comQue
judge.
expenditures
Houck and Tho- tended the Ray feature of the case.
Batteries
Bender,
cy bill for more money. July payof Federal Judge William H. Pope Its thorough work, already complet- mittee In conneqtjon
with charges
ments really are available under the
this year was to order the defendant ed on several schedules, has justified involving the conduct of Major B. mas ; Gregg, Mitchell and O'Neil,
CORRECT
PRACTICALLY
extended
which
1,
resolution of July
to appear for commitment.
my confidence in this method."
AMERICAN SAILORS SHOT
B. Ray.
.,.,,.,,..,,
last year's appropriations for another
The president said he also would
reviariff
steel
Aug. 14. Four Ameriof
Consideration
Washington,
was
of
that
month, but disbursement
New York, Aug. 14. First game can officers of a
iveto the legislative, executive and sion bill was! begun With two hours'
DEDARROW
FOR
ATTORNEY
ship of the Pacific
R. H. E.
teld up in the paymaster's office with
Judicial appropriation bill carrying rid- debate after which a vote was to be won by Detroit
DETAILS
FOR TONIGHT
Mail company now in the harbor of
FIGHTS
HOWEVER,
CLARES,
soon
3 7 3
the expectation that congress
New York
WERE TWISTED
Panama, are reported to have been asJimmy Clabby vs, Ted Jasper, 6 ers to abolish the commerce court taken in an attempt to pass It over
would pass the regular bill.
11 1
...
.....6
Detroit
tenure
of
and
limit
office
of
civil ser President Taft'a veto.. 3
Hammond Ind.
at
saulted and severely beaten by the
rounds,
howevand
Paymaster General Smith,
Batteries Fischer, Caldwell
have
L09 Angeles, Calif., Aug. 14. Charlocal
police. Representations
of
some
disburse
would
er, said he
Sweeney; Williams, Mullins,. Duhuc been made . to the state department.
in the
the
agreement
acterizing
the money available if the deficiency
and Stanage.
case as a remarkable victory
An inquiry has been started.
bill was not enacted this week. The
IN
on
and
heinous
a
,
Darrow
for
r
thing
it,
u
ue
....tj
iu
Din
is
army
yet
National League
No Official News
the part of the district attorney, Atthe senate and later will go to con
14
Pittsburgh
,Aug.
Pittsburgh,
his
arguresumed
Earl
Rogers
STATEMENT
torney
Francisco, Aug. 14. At the ofTO
BENJAMIN
San
ACCORDING
B.
ference with the house.
won the first game today, playing ten
ment today in the-- bribery trial "of
fices of the Pacific Mail Steamship
R. H. E.
Innlners.
S.
Darrow.
Clarence
here today no advices had
ARMY FLYER FALLS.
company
9 1
a
.
......3
McNama-ra- s
Pittsburgh
the
Uouten-an- t
declared
that
14.
of .any attack on
Rogers
received,
been
Conn.,
.'iug.
Stratford,
.2 6 1
PhiiadftlDhla
horPanama.
a
at
of
were
"hideous,
guilty
of one of their ships
Foulers, who w s reebnnoitor: is;
steamship Newport is now it
in an army aeroplane, fell when near rible cilme" yet the district attorney
The
Roosevelt
President
was
clear
.
for Frank S. Black, former govthat
ROOSEVELT TO SPEAK
timony
Washington, Aug!. 14. Former
Captain Drennan comma-l-ingEostford but he later report scr to had agreed not only to allow one to
Panama,
to
come
1904
in
Mr.
Harriman
of
Plans
New
14.
asked
ernor,
York.
N.
Y., Aug.
to take
Oyster Bay,
Benajmin B. O'Dell of New
His first officer is George SmiK
headquarters that he was unhurt. His escape hanging and the other
Mr. Sheldon had testified that the for opening the progressive party's
White House to talk about
a term of 15 years in prison, but to York, .told the senate committee in- to the
second
officer, H. C. Grimm, third
machine was smashed.
ofcampaign funds. Following that talk, contribution had been arranged be campaign are to be completed today
allow Caplan and Schmidt, two of the
H. Van Busen. No fourth1
campaign funds a story said Mr. O'Dell, Mr. Harriman raised tween Mr. Bliss and Mr. Harriman
vestigating
Dixon,
Senator
Colonel
Roosevelt,
by
men actually involved in the "Times
4.
ficer is carried.
$240,000 $240,000 for the campaign and turned uuu mat (joionei
of Edward H. Harriman's
Roosevelt never his campaign manager; George W.
murder," to go free provided they recontribution of 1904 so differently it over to the republican national knew about it until a long time after Perkins of New York and Medlll Mo
mained out of the county.
AMERICAN CONfrom that told to the committee by committee. , Mr. O'Dell said he. had the election. He denied that it had Cormick of Chicago. One of the difH.
of
Bert
the
KILLED.
SUL
testimony
Attacking
NO RAiLWAY STRIKE.
$200,000 of that contribu- been a subejet of correspondence be ficult problems had been found In the
R. Sheldon, that members of received
auFranklin, Rogers asserted that if Dar- George
Washington, Aug. 14. WilMinn., Aug. 14. An
camBrainerd,
the
state
tween
former
York
New
how
Mr.
O'Dell
for
Mr.
the
committee asked
tion
president and
arrangement of a satisfactory Itinerary
here
row had known that Juror Bain was the
issued
was
liam Bruce McMaster, Ameristatement
thoritative
in
Harriman.
for the variances.
He has refor Colonel Roosevelt.
paign and the balance remained
oU takbribed early in October, he would not he accounted
can vice consul at Cartagena,
Mr. bheldon had further testified ceived several thousand Invitations to today regarding the secret
remarket
the hands of the national commitThe
former
governor
the
in
Steffens
S.
Federations
of
have told Lincoln
Colombia, has been shot and
Federation
the
en
by
that Mr. O'Dell had come to Mr. make campaign speeches,' and expects
that Cornelius N. Bliss, treasurer ot tee.
the
killed. Dispatches to the state
presence of E. W. Scripps that he rein of Railway Shop Employes ;f
in
Mr. O'Dell said that Mr. Harriman Bliss to see about raising money" for to deliver about
committee
distributed
national
60,
the
republican
danwill he
There
garded the case as hopeless. The
of
west
department today reporting
roads
Chicago.
have "told some white had told him Colonel Roosevelt had the state convention and that later such a way that he will speak in evger in Franklin's story, continued Ro- 1904, might Sheldon about
in sympathy with
his death do not say whether
Shel- agreed, if necessary, he would nelp Mr. Harriman and Mr. Bliss got to ery state, with possibly three or four no strike called
Mr.
to
lies"
it
exgers, was that all of It was true
It was an accident or a muremployes, liow out
line
Harriman
was exceptions.
Dixon has out- the
was associated with Bliss unof- out in the New York senatorial situa- gether about ?250,0U0, which
Senator
don
that
An
small
particularly
investigacept
portions
derous assault.
The vote for a general
1904 and was treasurer in tion, by appointing Senator Chauncey handed over to tne state committee lined a tentative itinerary which he on strike.
where he received the bribe money ficially in
Federation of Federation is being made.
of
the
strike
ambassador to France, and never went to the national com will submit today to Colonel
M. Depew
and as to who authorized the corrup- 1908.
'
'
was
lost
tions
by 451 votes.
The substance of Mr. O'Deil's tes thus leaving the senatorial contest mittee.
tion of .the Jurors.
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THREE POLITICAL PARTIES BID
FOR SUFFRAGE OF NEW MEXICO
OTERS

IN

COMING

ELECTIO

Representative.
M., Aug. 14. With Bional candidate into the field ahead
New Mexteo of the del- of the old party nominees.
egates to the Ball Moose convention
Miguel A. Otero, who as governor
In Chicago the line up for the presi- of the territory, was the head of the
machine at the
dential campaign In New Mexico Is republican stand-pat- ;
likely to be made quickly and It is height of Its power, has been choseu
probable that active organization by asl national committeeman for the
all three partleB will be under way! progressives and it is understood that
within a very few days.
he is to be in active charge of the
been
has
Albuquerque already
presidential campaign in New Mexi
chosen by both democrats and re- co. Congressman George Curry was
publicans as the place for the state expected to be favored with the man
conventions, the democratic conven- agement of the campaign by his old
tion to be on September 9 and the friend the colonel, ,but according to
republican convention three days reports brought back from Chicago,
later. Both conventions will be held he has yielded the place to Otero..
In the Elks' theater and as a rate of Curry, according to a rumor which
one and
fare has bees hag gained some circulation here,
for both con- may reconsider his determination to
the
railroads
by
granted
ventions, it is likely the Duke City retire from official life in New Mexi
will be called upon to entertain big co following the campaign, anounc- crowds of the faithful at both gather- ed some time ago. It is said that the

Santa Fe, N.

the return to

one-thir- d

It now seems probable that Albuquerque will be favored With another
since thei sentiment
"convention,
among progressives appears to favor
the selection of that city. The rear
sons given are that the progressives
will be able to take advantage of the
low railroad rate granted for the two
old party conventions and because
of the central location,, as well as
for the large number of progressive
votes believed to exist In Bernalillo
county. Also, it Is not unlikely that
the progressives will call their convention before either of the others,
having a very decided inclination to
get their electors and their congreS'

support of progressives in the Pecos of the past few elections goes to EES
Colonel George W. Prlety show that Bernalillo county loyalists
n
valley.
ard, active backer of Otero in the are the swiftest little disappointlatter's bolt from the republican ments on the state map. They have
party, is also considered for the nom- not beon tried out before on a presiination, but is understood not to de- dential election, however, and the resire it. The progressives have no or- publicans believe they will stand for
ganization in the state, but it is stat- Taft.
The republican committee had a
ed that a vigorous organization campaign, backed by ample means, is to rather enthusiastic meeting, in spite
OPENS THURSDAY AND CONTINUES THROUGH FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
be taken up at once. The progres of the Bull Moose shadow. All but
sive delegates to Chicago have re- four or five of the counties were repturned full to the cover With Bull resented, a majority of them by comThese
Shoe Sales have become important merchandise events of each year,
Moose enthusiasm.
They declare mitteemen, and as there was no busilooked
will
more
ness
states
but
to
Roosevelt
forward
the selection of the conv3n-tiocarry
,
that
by all Shrewd buyers as unusual
than Taft; that he will get more
place and date, the representa
votes than Taft in New Mexico: that tion was ' considered
good. There
Money-Savin- g
he will land at least two states in were no formal reports from the varin
and
a word, ious counties, but the members came
that,
the solid south
This one will exceed our previous sales as our Spring and Summer purchases were much
he is going to break all hia previous in with voluntary statements and in
colitlcal records and land with a almost every case these were hopelarger than usual therefore we have more broken lines to dispose of beore the new Season
whoop. When it comes to enthusiasm ful. Republican leaders say that evopens.
the, delegates are distinctly supplied. ery stand pat county of the past will
Nominate
Will
found
be
Democrat
in the Taft column In NoFergusson
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, Pumps and Sandals, including Satins, Velvets, Corofor Congress.
vember; that Wilson will not get ine
B.
united
nation Cloth, Suedes, Pattent Leather, Gunmetal, Vici Kid and Velour Calf, worth from $2.50 to
Fergusson
Congressman Harvey
support the democrats expect;
will be the democratic nominee to that Roosevelt will draw equally
$4.50 special for this sale, per pair
$1,03
succeed himself in congress. There from the violently progressive Sn
is no question of tais. Mr. Fergusson both parties and that he will cut
All boy's and children's Oxfords and Sandals, including an excellent variety of styles, all
let it be known, shortly after his down the democratic total almost as
sizes, worth from 85c to $3.00, special
election that he desired to be return, heavily as the republican. Estimates
ed and has had practically no oppo- of the Roosevelt vote, given by resition from any of the more promi- publicans at the meeting here varnent leaders. His success in vote ied from 3,000 to 6,000 for the state.
getting in the first state election and The progressives laugh at these estiAbout 200 pairs of men's Douglas Oxfords, all this season's
styles, in Tan Calf, Gunmetal
his long party service giv,e him a mates, but the stand-pa- t
men stoutly
and
Colt Skin, worth $3.50 per pair, special for this sale
Patent
could
overcome
be
lead which
maintain that 6,000 Is the outside
hardly
even were the effort made. For a limit.
In addition to the expected
time there was some talk of Senator Taft vote In Bernalillo county, the
Isaac Barth of Albuquerque for the republican leaders say that the con
CHILBEEN'S ROMPERS
nomination and the Barth boom was dition which brought about the revo
One line in small checkcarefully fostered by friends of the lution In Sandoval county last fall
Albuquerque man, but it is now well no longer exists; that there are no
ed Gingham, Blue or Pink
understood that Mr. Barth is expect- county officers to elect; that the libsizes 2, 4 and 6 years, 25c
ed to stand aside for Mr. Fergusson. eral outpouring of campaign sinews
A Pure Silk "Onyx" hose
One lot of Lingerie Waists
quality, only WOm
There has been some disposition on Is not likely to be repeated and that
with Lisle thread tops, heel,
in a variety of styles, worth
the part of Pecos valley democrats republicans will vote for Taft. They
One line in solid colored
toe and sole, black only, per
to demand a man from their section. express confidence, in fact, that the
from $1.25 to 2.50 each, sizes
Chambray Gingham, Pink
This, however, is likely to be put republican vote will stand pat in Nopair
or Blue, long or short
38 to 42 only, special, each,
aside when the AlDuquerque conven- vember, save for that part of It which
50c
sleeves,
spequality,
In any event Mr.
tion meets.
in
went to the democrats
the first
cial
nomination Is assured.
state election. ' This vote they say
is
The democratic organization
will now go to the Bull Moose, leav
likely to see some changes at the ing Taft with a safe majority. Plans
Albuquerque meeting. There is a de- are being laid for' a very vigorous
What is Left From Our Spring and Summer Line
of Women's and Misses
mand that A. H. Hudspeth of White campaign in every county in the
Oaks remain as state chairman, com state.
COATS, SUITS, SILK AND LINGERIE DRESSES, WCOL
The republican committee will be
ing from his friends and backed by
DRESSES, WASH DRESSES, SILK
Governor McDonald and many other reorganized.
This has been given
men now active in democratic lines out without any trimmings. ChairWAISTS, LINGERIE WAISTS, MILLINERY AND PARASOLS
Mr. Hudspeth, however, is said not man Venceslao Jaramillo will be re
to desire the position and a change placed and the Albuquerque conven
Until Saturday Evening August
21th., Your Choice at Just
may be made. The democrats have tion is expected to introduce a con
been at work actively since before siderable number of new faces into
the meeting of the legislature. They the membership of the committee,
havel maintained an office In Santa Herbert W. Clark Is likely to remain
Fe where Karl Greene, as assistant as secretary of the committee.
to Judge N. B. Laughlin, secretary
Laa Veil.Gadin Store
There !s lively speculation as to
of the state committee, has been car the republican
for congress.
candidate
rying on an active propaganda! The The Bull Moose, candidate, wtpever
com he
effort has been to ierfect
may be, is not bemg considered as
in
every
working
pact
organization
a serious factor, although the proExchsnged
county. The democrats expect to go
Established 1862
gressives say that this is a bad break.
SouthSidePlflga
into the campaign with the best or The
effort will be at Albuquerque to
ganization they have ever had in find a man who can "beat Fergusson"
New Mexico.
They are absolutely and at the meeting here Nathan Jafconfident of victory, but their leaders fa of Roswell
seemed to stand as
say that this confidence is not to an unquestioned favorite.
When he
M&BSBBSasiOKISnKBBEimgSSI.
be allowed to interfere with a very retired from the
office
secretary
vigorous campaign in every county Mr. (Jaffa let it be known that the
CAPITAL PAID IN
in the state. Wilson, say the1 demo was
SURPLUS
retiring also from active polit.
crats, is progressive enough to suit ical life. His business interests are
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
(LsSyft&fy
every democrat and they expect ev large and so far as is known there
ery one of the faithful to stand by has heem no indication from him
the party as never before. Their be- that he desires thei nomination. There
lief is that every vote for Roose are a number of men who are said to
velt will come from the republican desire the nomination,' but it Is probJ. M. Cunningham, President
VV
&
Hosklns, Cashier.
pro able that Mr. Jaffa can have it if he
ranks, and while the
N
Frank Snrlnfrnr
VIQ.PfAflin
v
o
ICOlUDlll,
vote
Bernalillo
in
and San desires to make the race.
gressive
doval counties which was chiefly reIt is certain that the republicans
sponsible for the election of part of
of their
make the campaign
will
the democratic ticket last fall is exlives this fall. The result of
young
pected to go for Roosevelt, the demo
state election has adminisINTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
cratic leaders assert that Roosevelt's the first
which some of them
a
from
tered
jar
draft on the stand-pa- t
ranks will be
have not yet recovered. They are
so heavy as to give them an easy
firm in the belief, however, that New
Meico is normally a republican
Republican Leaders Say the State Is
Btate; and they propose to prove it.
f
Theirs.
Machinery of Election Now Being
At the meeting of the republlcar
Oiled Up
A,
state committee here last week there
for the first presThe machinery
was plenty of discussion
of the
New Meico is bein
election
idential
Roosevelt vote and among some of
Capital Stock,
the committeemen uneasiness was ing dragged out and olied up for use.
Inter"
has
General
Clancy
shown as to its effect upon thi result. Attorney
Office with the San Migoel National Bank
The leaders, however, men who have preted the election laws at the rebeen most prominently and closely quest of Secretary of .State
Wm. G. Qaydon
associated with the campaigns of the and the secretary has prepared and
President
to
instructions
his
D. W. Kelly
past ten years expressed absolute will soon issue
Vice President
confidence in a Taft victory in the election officials. These will be transD. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
commissioners
and
state, regardless of all the complica- mitted to,, county
tions.
The republican organization, clerks and printed in the poll books
Interest Pecld on Deposis
it was stated, was not seriously Im- which are to be issued by the secre
will
be
tickets
Two
office.
paired in any of the counties save tary's
Bernalillo, where chaos exists, and used, one the regulation party ticket
in Dona Ana county where there is a carrying thp candidates for presilively fight for organization control dential electors and for congressman ground that the new state
already Is prominent families in all sections of ita
still in progress. One faction of the for the several parties, and the othusually orderly and well-kep- t
apwith
bonded
burdened
indebt- the country. Excent.lner
heavily
Dona Ana republicans insists upon er providing a yes and no vote on edness.
pearance at dark on Friday evenine
man present will be a
Taft,
every
deteramendment
the elimination of H. B. Holt as a the constitutional
The secretary's instructions regard- millionaire, and the entire affair will and again at daybreak on Saturday
party leader. The fight upon Holt mining the language qualification. ing the appointment of election offi- be
morning, but for the four hours beconducted on a scale of magnifi- tween 9
has been waged for some time. His There is no question but that the cials and their
p. m. and 1 a. m. it will be
du- cence calculated to
and
qualifications
make the' old New transformed Into
friends, however, point out that he amendment will carry. On the can- ties will be issued within a few days.
a fairyland. It Is
Englandera gasp with wonder.
said that the party wm
is a member of the state committee didate ticket will be printed a yes
represent the
A Nahant contracting firm ha&
and a member of the state senate and no vote on the proposed bond
largest gathering of millionaires ever
a
and that he will decline to be elimi Issue of $500,000 for road construc FRICK'S ALADDIN LAWN PARTY signed contract which obliges them assembled at one time in this or
any
to lay a smooth and perfect
Boston, Aug. 14. The "billion-dolla- r
nated. The disposition seems to be tion, provided for by act of the first
dancing other country.
lawn party" which Henry C. Frlok floor on' the Prick lawn between the
among a maority of the committee legislature. The road bond issue is
because of the the steel' magnate, is to give at his hourg of 7 and 9 on Friday evening
men to let the long standing row in expected to carry
Mr. W. S. Gansalus, a farmer
living
Bernalillo county work itsejf out as keen interest and enthusiasm which Prides Crossing estate on Friday night and to take It up again between the
nl&T
Fle,m!nS. Pa., says he haa used
1
3
for
state
of
of
hours
and
the
this
on the following Chamberlain's
good
week, promises to establish a
best it can so far as the state organ has been created in
Colic. Cholera and
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mark for lavish enter- morning. The contract is typical of
ization is concerned, depending upon roads. There are plenty of people, new
Remedy In his family for fouryears, and that he has found it to
the loyalty of the rank and file of however, including state officers who tainment among the North Shore col- all the arrangements that have been teen
uo " excellent
isremedy, and take.
ony, whose summer residents include made for the tete. It is Mr. Prick's
republicans to march up and cast are doubtful as to the wisdom of
8 lt Fot
on
the many of the wealthiest and most intention that hi. lawn shall present
t?ealS!,mmeild!lB
their ballots for Taft. The evidence suing the bonds at this time,
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Republicans, United Once More, Are Prepared to Put Forth a
Strong Effort for Taft and Nominee for Congress Progress
ive Cause Not So Strong as Was Expected, Although the
Leaders Assert They Will Poll a Heavy Vole Democrats
Will Depend Upon Fergusson to Win Again in Race for

ings.

AUGUST 14, 1912.

congressman and former governor
now desires the nomination for congress on the progressive ticket and
that he will make a fight to get it
Tita however, 1b entirely without
confirmation, from Curry himself, so
far as Is known. The favorite among
the progressives at this time, apparently, is John Baron Burg of AlbuBurg, it Is said, will have
querque.
strong support for the nomination
among progressives in his home county and depends upon his record 5n
the legislature vo bring him the support of progressives throughout the
state. Major E. P. Bujao of Carlsbad
is also an active candidate for the
place and will bring with him the
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"The Connoisseur"

I

in a cup

;

of

INSTANT POSTUM

$30,000.00

"the new food drink

'

This beverage has a flavour that recalls the days of real Java
coffeei ao aromantlc smack that many choose in preference to the
caffeine-ladecoffee of Brazil.
n

-

regular Postum in concentrated
made in the cup

Instant Postum
added

form-not- hing

is

No Boiling Required
Stir a level teaspooaful in a cup of hot water add sugar and
cream to taste a delicious beverage is ready instantly.
Ictd Post urn First, dissolve in hot water, then pour into
desired.
glats or pitcher containing ice, Add lemon and sugar as
Grocers sell Instant Postum
tins making 50 cups st 30c.

La

lOO-cu-

p

tins at 50c,

Coffee averages about double

Smaller

that cost

If vour grocer does not have Instant Postum, send his name
free sample.
stamp, to cover postage, for a
'and a

"There's a Reason" for Postum
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Cneek, Mich.

"I

Las Vegas Savings Bank

',

The flian who kaow$ good things at tabl finds royal pleasure

Pnin(

high-wate-

,

1

i

V.

7r

LAS VEGAS

Mi.

GRACE

SMS

a case he Is prosecuting, something
that came to him through a client

and confidentially, he has no right
to make use of that Information. But
It he knows something of his own
knowledge, he 1s derelict In not placing the facts before the jury."

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1912.

general expenses, and $1,382,000 in
meeting heavier taxes, leaving $1,607,-60as the additional net income.

"DOPE

RIPLEY'S

DAILY

0

THREE

FIGHT FANS GROW

night For three

days, the men will
In the morning until 6 at
night, filing at all ranges from 1,000
yards down. The officers who will
attend the camp are Captain Pacheco,
in command of the company, Lieutenants Baca and Armijo. During the
work on the range, the soldiers will
observe the usual hours in camp and
the strictest discipline will prevail.
Captain Pacheco announced
today
that none of the men would be permitted to visit town during the target work and that "taps" would be
sounded strictly at 9 p. m. every
night. During the week, members of
Colonel Abbott's staff will be ordered
to the range to shoot Colonel
is In Seattle, Washingon, and
will not attend the camp this year.
Lieutenant Baca has been designated
by Captain Pacheco as official score
work from

6

ASSUMPTION WILL

Rock Island Flour Hauls
Chicago, Aug. 14. Flour business
with mills and railroads was better
last week, prices of wheat favoring
buyers of flour, and the trade; has
reached a point where shipments from
mills are imperative. Considerable
the
IT.
REASON
FOR
,NO
flour has been sold for export, and
WOMAN ACCUSED BY HELPMATE
IT LOOKED LIKE A
BE
SPECIAL
WILL
SERVICES
When East Las Vega Citizens Show SANTA FE'S ANNUAL REPORT this is moving out Deliveries here
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were
AND
In
some
the
week
EIGHT
last
WILL
SHOW
largest
the Way.
'
FILMS WERE .SHOWN.
IS WITH HER MOTHER.
ES OF LAS VEGAS
PER CENT COMMON
time, gaining 16,660 barrels for the
There can bo no just reason why
and
20,451
barrels
to
wefik,
decreasing
any reader of this will continue
There was a lot of excitement in
In the Rotmjan Catholic chirchea
Philadelphia, Aug. 14. Mrs. Daisy suffer the tortures of an aching back,
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 14. While Atchi- from the same time last year. Gains
Opie Grace, recently acquitted In At- the annoyance of urinary disorders, son's June gross did not gain the for the week: Rock Island 11,700 the Isis theater last night while the
of Las Vegas tomorrow will be cele
fight films were belanta on a charge of having shot he the dangers of serious kidney ills $500,000 which was expected, and net liarrels, St. Paul 3,150 barrels, Bur- Wolgast-River- s
brated the, Feast of the Assumption
run
it
off,
appearing that the
there
and
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Elaborso
hand
ing
near
Saarrived
when
169
is
f.200,000,
at
her today from
relief
husband,
after taxes gained only
lington 4,482 barrels, Santa Fe
ate preparations have been made at
vannah on the steamship Frederick. the- most positive proof given that seems no question but that President barrels and Alton 225 barrels. De- - combatative spirit had so far invadAlmost a hundred of her friends were these ills ,can be cured. Read what Ripley's prediction of 8 per cent ton creaBes were: , Great Western 5,125 ed the hearts and minds of some of
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrow
of amaon the West side to celebrate thl
at the dock to greet her but she hur an East Las Vegas citizen says:
the common stock will have been real- barrels, Illinois Central 1,026 barrels, the spectators that a number
be staged in the keeper.
225 Railroad ized
Mrs. L. J. Meyers,
ried away from the demonstrative
feast, which is a patronal event toe
according to latest financial re- Northwestern 675 barrels, Soo Line teur battles would
the parish. The Very Rev. Father
crowd with her mother and was driv Ave., East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: ports received at the general offices 625 barrels, Wabash 225 barrels. Gains istreet following the conclusion of the
A. 8. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy, Paul Gilberton, dean and pastor of
en to the latter 'home at No. 900 "In 1902 a member of our household In Topeka. ,
Rock Island show. None of these "Circus concert"
over last year were:
the Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley & Las Vegas, has made
gave a public statement in praise of
South Sixtieth street
ample provision
Requirements for- $169,100,000 com- 6,075 barrels, and Great Western 225 affairs were pulled off, however,
Doan'e
Kidney Pills and confirmed it mon stock at 8 per cent would be barels. Losses were more striking as conflicts being confined to several Co's medicines for many years, gays: for the proper celebration of the feast.
The reason for Mrs. Grace's hurryconsider
and
that
"I
Honey
Foley's
thinks
1907.
This person
in
At the end of nine follows:
Burlington' 11,1215 barrels!, rounds of words.
$14,400,000.
ing away from her friends downtown as January,of Doan's
Tar Compound has no equal, and Is the The mayordomos of the parish, RaKidney Pills now
highly
The trouble all arose because about one cough medicine I can recommend mon Baca and Candelarlo Gallegos,
the common Santa Fe 5,560 barrels, St. Paul 4,050
for
balance
was that she knew her little blind
months
the
aa ever. This remedy brought com
of the people present were as containing no narcotics or other assisted by their friends, have superas reported to the Stock Exchange barrels, Northwestern 2,125 barrels,
son, Webster Opie, was awaiting her
relief from kidney trouble which
plete
At the end of March Soo Line 2,275 barrels, Wabash 157,5 pulling strongly for Rivers, who is a harmful properties." The genuine in intended the decoration of the church
was
arrival at his grandmother's home. was shown
$10,875,134.
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
by pains in the back and
Nearly all of the Red
edifice in a simple though beautiful
The
Cross Drug Store.
boy, with his faithful other annoying difficulties. We have net earnings were $2,357,172 behind barrels, Alton 1,125 barrels and Illibut
were for Rivers, too,
',
manner.
,
dog, was sitting on the steps of the procured Doan's Kidney Pills at the the same period last year. In three nois Central 435 barrels. Shipments other third
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that we can speak highly
Rivers boosters.
and business managers of of these are a handwork altar covfourth quarter. Had there been no barels for the same time last year.
proprietors
Joyful yelps by the dog brought praise."
'Watt till we get you outside,'-yelle- the daily newspapers of nearly all ering offered by Dona Beatriz do Rothe sightless child to his feet, with
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 gain, and were the nine months' surthe Rivers folk, "and we'll of the principal cities of Wisconsin, mero and a beautlfur electrolier to
Co., Buffalo, plus proportioned for the year, the
FosterrMilburn
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
With the $1,300,00 gain
A wide range of topics relating to being the gift of the pastor.
"Oh, mother, mother!" he cried as States.
4- "Oh, come on!" replied the Wol- the business management of newspaRemember the name Doan's and and with a probable slightly smaller
vThls evening at 7 o'clock solemn
his arms clasped her about the neck,
gast bunch. "Why don't you boost pers was discussed.
vespers will be sung by two choirs
"I am so glad you have come back take no other.
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SEPARATED BROTHERS
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthen"Your mother will never leave you
out- This Is the second appointment by Doing It." The confused Jangle of ing, tonic, and quick to produce bene- The Convent mass by Battman will
on
9.29
cent
$168,518,500
per
again, son," replied Mrs. Grace.
reminded one of ficial results. Contain no harmful be rendered by the choir under the
standing, and in 1910 $14,717,094, Governor McDonald to this position, sound that ensued
"Where 1 go you shall go, and nobody
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was virtually caused by grapher Minnie Bruraback
phaBe of the fight from start to Red Cross Drug Store.
every
re
The
balance
have
Trinidad.
,
t
to
allowed to testify, but sbe seems
showed
that a large
One of the most common complaints
Officer Martin s suspicions were increased cost of conducting transpor- turned from Roswell, where a two finish. They
bear him no malice. The fact that
arena CANADA IRRIGATION CONGRESS. that hard working peoplo are
Vernon
the
was
crowd
present,
in
an
afflicted
Increase
as
way
inasmuch
rates
of
matter
on
tation
the
saw
days'
Park
the
he
with
hearing
when
aroused
she Is to become a mother may ex
to capacity. The
Kelowna, B. C, Aug. 14. The sixth with is lame back. Apply ChamberJammed
off
was
almost
being
entirely
maintenance
wag
out
Pecos
in
and
the
of
valley
door of the Poliak
Canlain's liniment twice a day and masplain her desire for a reconciliation. tools trying the
set by a decrease in maintenance ol held. The meeting was well attend- views are not so clear as those of annual meeting of the Western
sage the parts thoroughly at each ap"I still love him, said Mrs. Grace. pawn shop which was not yet open
sufhere
are
association
ada
Irrigation
began
r '
fight, but
ed, both by (railroad officials and the
plication, and you will get quick relief.
"No matter what he may have said for business. The man then went to equipment
a
and
with
a
one
large
good
to
today
representative
give
For sale by all dealers.
r
Ouperatlng ratio for the fiscal year shippers, and some twenty comptalnts ficiently plain
about me or what he has charged me a saloon and called for a drink while 1912
will
last
attendance. The meeting
;
was 66.5 per cent compared with wetre heard. After the testimony is Idea of the battle.
him.
apWhen
Martin
watched
I
with doing, I love him. simply can't
three days and will be addressed
"Reindeer" Kllllfer makes a clever
stated that he was a 65.70 per cent in 1911, 66.44 per cent transcribed, the commissioners will
I
of
help It. Perhaps we may find some proached Park
R
minister
W,
Ross,
Hon,
for Charlie Dooln. The
67.12
SOLDERS
CAMP
by
in
FE
60.99
cent
SANTA
1909,
understudy
in
1910,
per
go over it, apd from it make recomand owned the tools. After
place where . We can hidel ourselves carpenter
Hon Quaker catcher has a great wing, and
lands
of
British
14.
In
62.29
Columbia;
cent
N.
M.,
and
cent
Santa
Company
in
1908,
Aug.
per
Fe,
per
the
iu
mendations for lower rates
from others who would Interfere with taking him to Jail Martin went to the 1907.
Transportation ratio in the fis case that appear to them to be ex- E, First Infantry N. G. N. M., has Price Ellison, minister of the treas he can hit with about any backstop
different pawn shops and second hand
'
our lives, and still be happy."
v"
cal year 1912 shows about the same orbitant. The railroad will then b( been ordered to go Into camp on the ury, and Dr. Samuel Fortier, of the in the league.
Mrs. Grace was asked about her stores and advised them to notify him
of
will
States
United
department
if any one came in inquiring for stolen increase over 1911 as the operating notified to appear and show cause rifle range north of the city and
trial. She said:
;
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
ratio.
theiae lower rates should not be depart for the camping grounds to
tools.
why
further
"I have really nothing
On an earnlngspert-milthe
basis,
into1
effect.
This
second
put
meeting
to say about myself only that I am Dropping into a second hand store
comparison of 1912 with1 1911 Is not will probably occur is about six
glad to be home with my boy again. near the fire station later he over
quite so favorable as the gross figures weeks or two months. In some cases
I have nothing further to do with the heard a man inquiring about tools and
would indicate. This is due to the very unjust rates apear to prevail,
I want the public to forget It waa then that the officer learned
public.
Increase In mileage of 278 miles, with for instance1 the broom corn rate from
me. I am going to devote the rest that the C. and S. shop had been bur
an increase in operating revenue of Clovis to Texas common points is 79
glarized.
of my life to my boy."
only $187,244.
cents, while from Farwell, Tex., nine
In the absence of District Attorney
It developed that a brother of the Note the following:
miles from Clovis, the rate is 40
Samuel P. Eoton, his chief assistant, man arrested was employed at the'
1911 Change Pet cents.
,1912
The alfalfa rate to Texas
of
Solicitor
Joseph H. Taulane, said
shop and handled the tools that were Gross . ....$10,138 $10,392 $254 2.4
points as compared with the rate
General Dorsey:
stolen. In committing the alleged Net.
123 3.4 from El Paso to the same
3,342
3,555
places, is
"If the Georgia prosecutor had the theft and being arrested, Park found
182 5.6 from $1.50 to
tax.
3,037
3,219
aft.
Net
$1.80 higher from Ros
as
the
Grace
of
on
long-lost
who
shooting,
brother
resides
a
knowledge
Mileage... 10,628 10,350 278 2.7 well, although the haul Is about 200
given in the newspaper dispatches, Arizona avenue.
Decrease.
Increase.
miles shorter. The whole rate ques
he should have found som,e manner
J. F. Park appeared in the court of Gross earnings for the year ended
tion in the Pecos valley is complained
in which to bring' it out in the evi- Justice Stone to answer to the charge June 30, 1912, were
$107,752,360, of and this
hearing will undoubtedly
dence against Mrs. Grace. There of larceny.- He entered a plea of not
$107,565,116 in 1911, $104,993,-19- 5 result In considerable reductions.
against'
were no legal ethics involved in the guilty whereupon Jack McQuarry InIn 1910, and $94,265,717 in 1909,
y
The Mountain Home Zinc company,
case. It was his duty as prosecutor formed the court that he would file
(hanging up a new high rec incorporated under tnp laws of Arithereby
n
to place all the facts before the jury. an additional charge of burglary ord.
zona, has filed application for per
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He had no right to suppress the fact against the defendant.
Park melted Operating income1 or net after taxes,
mission to transact business in New
which
shot
the
heard
he
through
that
at this and begged leniency of
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of.hisprod
however, wag exceeded In 1911, 1910, Mexico, naming James N. 'McKenna
"
Grace was 'injured.
He then withdrew his form- 1909
the highest total and of Hanover.as its statutory agent.
having
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
"To my mind there is but one thing er plea and acknowledged his- guilt.
of
within $34,000
$34,000,000.
statements.
reaching
News
of
The
company
Publishing
a prosecutor should not divulge. If he He was given 15 days in the county
New York Central Report
Clovis today filed incorporation paHe can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
had some private Information about jail.
Topeka railroad circles are interest pers. It is capitalized at $5,000, all
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
ed in the report that the New York paid in. A. E. Curren Is named as
Central attained a new high record thft statutory agent of the firm. Beonly in making the goods right,' but in advertising, which
of $104,597,379 in gross revenues for sides A. E. Curren, Mrs. H. F. Cur
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
the fiscal year ended June 30. ThlSv ren and W. J. Curren are the incorgood secure repeat orders.
is $3,000,000 less than the Santa Fe porators.
most
ancient history furnishes evidence that mankind suffered
The
The advertising is not only, a protection to the trade name, but it
exclude
The Ranchers' Telephone company,
with Contagious Blood Poison. The disease has come down through all earnings. These figures
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
ol
"outside operations"
as it has ever been, a scourge and blight upon hunearly of Wagon Mound, has filed a certifithe ages and is
You are Justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, bemanity. The symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison are the same as ia its $5,000,000. Earnings after paying tax- cate of increase of capitalization
earliest history, but its cure has now become an accomplished fact, .where- es show an Increase of $1,951,800:
from $3,000 to $10,000 with the
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
as, it was once considered an incurable infection. S. S. S. is an antidote
The proportion of every dollar of
commission.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
lor the virus of Contagious Blood Poison, and cures gross earnings absorbed by operating
it in all its forms and stages. S. S. S. possessing
money in telling others of their goodness.
both purifying and tonic properties routs out all the expenses and taxes was as ofllows:
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor livpoison, and at the same time builds up the general Maintenance!, 30.2 per cent; traffic, ing at 669 Keeling Court, Canton, 111.,
"""
f"""- and
A
health.
been
who
Contahas
of
expenses,
cured
transportation
general
1
person
Is now well rid of a severe and annoyf
I
J gious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S. need not 42.5 per cent; taxes, 5.6 per cent; and ing case of kidney trouble. His back
fear a return of its symptoms at any future time. interest on capital, 21.7 per cent:
pained and he was bothered with headThis great medicine checks the progress of the
since
June
In
the
20, 1909, aches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
years
poison and gradually but surely all sores and erupKidney Pills just as directed and in a
tions heal, ulcerated mouth and throat pass away; the New York Central' increased its few days I felt much better. My life
the hair stops falling out, copoer-colore- d
splotches annual gross expenses by $17,229,600, and strength semeed to come back,
fade away, and when the blood is thoroughly purified no sign of the disease of which $6,136,200 was taken up 5n and I sleep well. I am now all over
added cost of maintenance, $8,324,800 my trouble and glad to recommend Fois left. Home Treatment book and any medical advice free.
Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
in higher traffic, transportation and ley
Schaefer. and Red Cross Drug Store.
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For at 50 the average of sand In the glass of life. In the
melancholy.
man Is strong for the race of life and full flush of his ripe manhood he has
ESTABLISHED 1879
still keen for its enjoyments. As a made the world a birthday present.
rule it is not the time when we be- How gloriously did Julius Rosenwald
we celebrate at 50!
gin new enterprises, but when
Publlsed By
look forward to the completion
of
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
those already undertaken. At 60 one
(Incorporated)
thinks of putting his house in order ANOTHER MAN CAUGHT
preliminary to that period of peace
M. M. PADGETT. .
EDITOR and retirement which is the dream
IN MESH OF CK10E
of many and the realization of few.
At the noon of life one pauses before
the shadows begin to fall to the east. JACK SULLIVAN SAID BY ROSE
At 50 we have won or lost the fight,
TO HAVE BEEN IN ROSEN-- ,
perhaps, but there is still a good fightTHAL PLOT
Entered at the postotfice at East ing chance.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmis
How beautifully did Julius RosenNew York, Aug, H In the search
Bloa through the United States mails
wald of Chicago celebrate the midday for evidence to convict the murderers
as second class matter.
.
pause, the solemn occasion. On that of the gambler, Herman Rosenthal
day he took' stock of his blessings and the state's attorney and the grand
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
made a fair division of them among jury have unearthed a wealth of inDaily, by Carrier:
others. Croaking pessimists will say, formation showing that gambler and
Per Copy ..
....$ .05 as they have always said, that he keeers of disorderly houses paid
.16
One Week
gave because he could not take his sums aggregating hundreds of thou.65 wealth with him.
One Month
But Julius Rosen-wal- sands of dollars yearly for police pro
7.60
One Year
is still a vigorous and active tection. The nionthly tariffs paid to
Daily by Mail
man. The finest benefits of his the police vary, First class uptown
6.00
One Year
princely gifts will, after all, be to him .gambling houses paid $ 1,000; a middle
3.00 who Kives them.
lx Months
It has become a class gambling houeepald $500; East
habit of many of our wealthy men to side gaming houses paid anywhere
leave huge sums in bequests to char from $100 to. $400 ; high lass pool
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ity. Some of them hold to their rooms $600;, wniie poEor and uce
GROWER
as long as it can possibly min games paid $3Q0.V Uptown disorderly
money
One Year
....$2.00
to
their selfish desires. They houses paid $600; while East side reister
1.00
Six Months
fear poverty or they demand luxury. sorts paid $100.,
Such bequests lose much of their powYith, the cooperation of all the
Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- er for good because they do not do banks in , the city District Attorney
tions)
good to them that give.
Whitman has been able to obtain the
Remit toy draft, check or money
He who in the strength of health names of four police inspectors whose
order. If sent otherwise we will not and activity gives worthily to his fel bank accounts run into several hun
he responsible for loss.
low men has the blessed opportunity dred thousands, One Inspector is said
Specimen 'copies free on
of seeing the direct effects or his to a have accumulated a million
True, we may not be
philanthropy.
in full sympathy with the method of
"Jack" Rose in his story before the
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT his giving. We may have , different grand .jury is reported to have inTHE EXPIRATION OP TIME
ideas as to the best way to help hu- volved Jack Sullivan, the "newsboy
PAID FOR
manity. But the spirit of the giving king" and close friend of Lieutenant
Is there and the grace of good works Becker, who went to "Brldgle" WebAdvertisers are guaranteed the needs no apology. The man at 50 has ber's gambling "place "and fleeing that
largest dally and weekly circulation a right to give of his bounty in any the gun men were there, went to the
f any newspaper in Northwestern way he deems fit. The man who ac- hotel Metropole to locate Rosenthal.
New Mexico.
Rose, it is further said, told the
quires a million dollars by Intelligent
enterprise must be assumed to know grand jury that Sullivan then return
how to give it away.
ed to Wehber's and told the gun men
TELEPHONES
Mr. Rosenwald has done a great where Rosenthal could be found. Dis
BUSINESS OFFICE
..Main 2
Main 9 thing not alone for humanity but for trict Attorney 'Whitman examined a
NEWS DEPARTMENT
himself. All the future years of his clue" today of
second safety deposit
life will be illumined by the knowl- box in which it was reported Police
'
AVEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1912.
edge that he was inspired before de Lieutenant Becker had placed large
crepit age overtook him to think of amounts of money and securities,
others and to help others. His was County detectives were sent to inves
A MAX AT FIFTY
not a compact to give when he had tigate. Lieutenant Becker was asked
The fiftieth birthday of every man no further use for his money. He in prison ; about deposits In various
Is and should be a solemn' occasion. did not wait until death stood at his banks accredited to his ownership. He
To be solemn does not mean to he bedside and counted the last grains admitted that he had $9,000 In
d
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Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market steady.
branch of the Cora Exchange bank.
"I borrowed
that money," said Bulk of sales $8.25ffl)8.4t; neavy
Becker, "ad iaid it out to the build- $8.208.40; packers and" butchers
ers to put up my house."
$8,258.50; lights $8.208.50; pigs
Lieutenant Becker would not talk
further of the bank deposits.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. .Market stea
dy. Muttons $3. 254. 25; lamos $t.ou
6.50;. range wethers and yearlings
Schepps Is in Hiding
Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 14. While $3.254.75; range ewes $2.253.75.
it Is practically certain that Sam
Schepps, held as a witness in the RoST. LOUIS WOOL
senthal murder case, ianot far from
St. Louis, Aug. 14. Wool steady.
the business district here, yet he has
western mediums 20
not been seen by newspaper men Territory and
mediums 1820; fine 13017.
fine
24;
since his removal from a, down towa
hotel last night The return of
Schepps to the custody of Postmaster
Johnson was merely for precaution.
LITTLE
HILLES
No representatives, either of the
district attorney's office or the police
OF HOOSEVELT PARTY
department of New York have arrived.
Mr. Whitman's representatives
are
expected today.
In the event conflicting efforts are DECLARES WILSON IS MAN REPUBLICANS MUST DEFEAT
made to secure Schepps, It became
THIS FALL
known
that Postmaster ' Johnson
stands ready to file a charge against
Chicago, Aug. 14. Charles D. Hilles
Schepps before a United States commissioner. This would cause delay chairman of the republican national
which would permit the arrival of commmlttee, arrived in Chicago tothe) district
attorney's men, for day and launched the republican
whom all concerned here say they presidential campaign in the middle
west with the assertion that he con
are holding Schepps.
The start of Bernard Sandler, Sr., sidered the democratl party the
Schepps attorney, for Hot Springs, enemy to be fought and that Mr. Wilmay, (however, delay the delivery of son Tyas the man who would have to
the prisoner to any , person until be defeated to assure President Taft's
Sandler himself arrives. Schepps is
Mr. Hilles made no reference to
held without legal process. He understands his position and has repeat- Colonol Roosevelt or the progressive
edly declared himself satisfied with party except in terse, caustic replies
to interrogations by Interviewers.
conditions.
He would neither confirm nor deny Then he spoke of the third party
the report in a New York dispatch movement as the "third term" party.
yesterday that Sandler had started The president's former secretary met
and had telegraphed Schepps not to the members1 of the republican execu
start to New York until Sandler's tive committee in conference and met
arrival in Hot bprmgs. A few hours a score of state leaders; He said he
later he was removed from the hotel felt more encouraged and confident
quietly, although the authorities will of republican success than he had at
not admit connection with his being any time since President Taft's
placed in hiding and his having re"Our friends think the tariff will
ceived telegrams from Sandler.
be the Issue ltt this campaign," aid
Mr. Hilles, "and I am inclined' to' think
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the fight for the presidency will cenKansas City, Aug. 14. Cattle, re- ter about that Issue.
"The Chicago headquarters will
ceipts 7,000, including 2,000 southerns.
Market best strong, others steady. have charge of the campaign work in
Native steers $6. 50 10.40; southern nearly all of the country vest of Insteers $4.5p7; southern cows and diana, excepting the Pacific coast
heifers $3.505.50; native cows and states, where the work will be directheifers $3. 50 9; stackers and feed ed from headquarters at Portland,
'
ers $4.507.80; bulls $3.755.25; Oregon.
..
steers
western
$5.50
calves $58.25;
, Read The Optic
9.25; western cows $3.608.
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Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividhd Peofits!$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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SmiER GOODS

eLOSSIJi OUT OF ALL

F1I1I1L

'

--

Special Inducements Offered to Make Room For New ;FaJl Stocks
Comforts and Blankets

Cheets and Pillow Cases
$1.23

Sheets,

81x90

$1.00 Sheets, 8ix80, hemmed,
85c Sheets,

81x90, hemmed,

30c Pillow Cases,
25c Pillow

i

Seasonable

hemstiched, best sheeting, each.. 98c

36x42,

good sheeting,

medium weight, each

hemstitched, each

Cases, 36x42, hemmed,

35c Pillow' Cases, 36x45,

each.... 79c

'

In Good

Offerings

Your Home at a Discount

Fine Wash Dresses, new stock, all sizes at
Womens' White Lingerie and Silk Waists, all reduced
One. lot o

33

3

15o

Off.

1-- 4

25

;;f

;"'36 inches. wide,
27 inches wide,
Galatea Cloth, 27 Inch,

Percale,

;'

15c Gingham,

Per Cent.

,17c
10

1- -4

THE
Your Choice of Any Man's or
iBoy's Straw Hat at

1--

3

OH

;

'

5

oft.

5

'

k

Mi

)

1

f

OFF

Ilfec

llc
14j

A VERY NICE LINE OF SIZES, STYLES AND
QUALITIES
LFFf
FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE. A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
COMB AND
0ARMENTS
CAN SII0W- u
UGHKTEADT
BE

9$c
'..

$3.01

Will

50c and 65c
Ties-Fu- ll

h"i

E.LasVecas,

D&

OF QUALITY"

rxl

l 'vt1.

MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS AND OIELS

AIL TAFETA

STORE

10 PER CENT OFF ALL HIGH SHOES

1--

;'

best quality, per yard
none better, per yard
per yard .

yards Lonsdale Hope1 Muslin for .
yards English Long Cloth, worth 35c yard for

.12

and Dresses

1--

MLE

Entire Stock of Summer Underwear Reduced 4

Bargains in Dry

Money-Savin- g

Per Cent Off on All Summer Suits

Any LaJie's or Child's Hat in The
IIoi!se ai 2 Oil.

ALL Oil

4

26c

Specials in Heady to- - Wear Apparel
For Women
1--

of

Shoes and Oxfords
Ladles' Oxfords and Pumps, your choice at
Chlldrens' Pumps and Oxfords at 5 off.
Men's Oxfords, entire stock at
off.

per yard. '.11c
Best
Best 35c grade, fancy Art Dennims, per yard.. .23c
27 inch Cretonnes, our regular 10c grade, yd..7o
OFF ON Aliti SWISSES, ARABIAN NETS
and FANCY DRAPERIES.

19c

hemstitched, each

'

36 inch Silkolines,

15o grade,

........22c

each

es

Draperies Etc,

Bedding for

Clean

Entire Stock Delivered to

Fall and Winter.

65o

Cretonnes-Silkolin-

N.Mf

Four-in-IIan-

d

Men's

43 inches Long For 39c

$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 Men's
Fine Shirts, 93c
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Johnson was lucky that , when he
itself unable to understand. Many
reached his prime there were really
expressions of condemnation of the
no good heavyweights in sight That
board for Its action were heard about
Is true in a measure, but it is the luck;
Las Vegas today.
A POLITICAL
of
the game. It very often happens
The trustees visited the asylum
OF
FULL
GOOD,
that
staleness and long service conand
all
and
farms yesterday
Dr. J. Bergmana of Mora was a
buildings
to a champion's
tribute
defeat aa
were forced to give expressions of
visitor in Las Vegas today.
DEMQCRAiTIC BOARD OF TRUS,
much
as
else.
anything
mantheir
model
admiration for the
Miss Tessle Devine and Miss Re- TEES WOULD GIVE THE
In the heavyweight division, It was
ner in which the place Is couducted.
bekah McKensle left yesterday lor
"FAITHFUL" JOBS.
seldom
in recent years that two realexThe hospital officials were not
the Mora merEugenio Romero,
men developed about the same
ly
good
a
trustees
visit
from
the
and
That the New Mexico Hospital for pecting
chant, was in Las Vegas today on
time.
IS
BE
AUTHORITY
AS
AMBITIOUS
TO
KNOWN
SPORTING
'
the best instance of
COAST
Possibly
CHAMLIGHTWEIGHT
business.
the Insane, an institution intended made no effort to make a good show- FORMER
IS A
UNDEFEATED
ONLY
in this respect was
NEGRO
FRENCHMAN
SAYS
genuine
rivalry
saw
KANSAS
The
INTO
visitors
the Institution
PION BLOWS
E. Bowling, Santa Fe trainmaster, for the care of persons afflicted with ing.
when
CHAMPION.
FIGHTER.
and
Jeffries
GREAT
Sharkey were
CITY
is expected in tomorrow from an ex- diseases of the mind, is to be convert- just as anyone else would nave seen
fo
No more stubthe
front.
working
mere yesterday
tended trip in the middle west.
ed into a cog in the democratic po- it had he called
born engagements than the two In
F. Eyton.;
Charles
(By W. W. Naughton.)
(By
14.
"All
the
MO..
Aug.
Citv.
Kansas
Mr. and Mro. Albino Gallegos came litical machine which Governor Mc- mornaig.
San Francisco, Aug. 14. Jack John- which Jim and Tom were the prlcl-pal- s
There dropped into town the other
that?
in this morning from their home In Donald and his associates hope to No possible fault can be found with world love a champion
looked
were ever witnessed probably,
who
son
says he has retired and it reday a young Frenchman
Los Alamos.
Mr. Gallegos Is post- build up in New Mexico, was indicat- Dr. Smith's administration or with -- ana Oscar Mathew Battling Nelson as
a
as
means
if
aftd.
to
seen
he
whether
mains
be
and
innocent
unsophisticated
Sharkey had had a few inches
emloves to be loved.
master of Los Alamos.
new
board of the work of any of the other
ed when
the
the
is of more of stature, ring history might
town
at
for
to
resolve
come
his
Just
has
who
present
it
youth
and
whose
Oiticials
resignaThe former lightweight champion
Rosco Grinsdale and his brother, trustees of that institution, In exec- ployes
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ENGLISH FLYER WILL NOT
ALOFT WITHOUT ONE
WITH HIM.

!araehute

pack.
Brown was personaly acquainted
with Miss Harriet Quimby, who with
flier passenger, Willard, fell to death
at Boston a few weeks ago. Also ne
haa known most of the other flyers
who have been killed
by falling.
Twlc,e within a month Brown himself

has been near death, once through
meeting an "air hole" when soaring
at an elevation of 6,000 feet and practically falling 3,000 feet before recovering, and more recently when, carrying a passenger at a height of
feet, a cylinder exploded and a
long volplane resulted in smashing
running gear and
thQ aeroplane's
shaking up himself and his passenger.
Th.e death of his friends and his
own narrow escape made Brown determine that he would do no more
flying without some sort of paracnute
equipment that would at least theoretically safeguard him should his
machine became unmanageable in
midair.
A. Leo Stevens, who was Miss
Quimby's manager and who is a balmanufacturer
loon and parachute
when not booking flights for his aviators, has been designing a folding
parachute pack that would make the
game safer. Brown immedlatjely secured the first pack Stevens constructed.
"Many a good chap that 1 have
known," said Brown, "has been killed
when the precaution of wearing some
safety appliance might have saved
bis life. But while inventors have
been busy perfecting the flying machine only a few attempts have been
made to Insure the1 safety of the flyer. He was left to take car6 of himself as best he could. The
safety devices experimented with
attachments deto
protect the machine rather
signed
than the individual in It.
"The parachute as a means of Insurance against serious accident was
demonstrated to me not long ago
when I took Rodman Law, the parachute jumper, to a height of 4,500
feet, at which altitude he leaped
from the aeroplane and reached the
ground in safety. That was enoush
for me. I'll never go up again or
me
.permit a passenger to ride with
a
without
parachute.
"When I first went into aviation 1
i
thought it jolly good sport, but as
has
It
I
find
each
on
day
kep flying
more dangers connected with it than
one would Imagine. It isn't a pleasant prospect to consider that if anything goes wrong thousands of feet
in the air It means certain death."
Mr. Stevens said that the pararechute he sold to Brown was the
sult not only of the Quimby fatality
but of several months of study to
construct a parachute that would be
small
light enough In weight and
available
make
it
to
bulk
in
enough
for aviators.
It weighs but a few pounds and can
be folded into a pack measuring 13
The first downward
by 16 Inches.
motion at great rapidity opens the
The umbrella Opens wiuun
mack.
about 75 feet. It is made of Chinese
eilk, which is very light but very
strong, and reinforced with Italian
aviator
hemp. It Is buckiea to the
arm
the
under
with straps that pass
and around the waist line.
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at Poor Sailor

Correpondent Deiorlbes Beautiful Harbor Scene at Havana-B- oat
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New York, Aug. 1 4. Hairy Bingham Brown, the English aviator, who
is flying his Wright biplane at
Hicksville, L. I.,, is the first aviator
to guard against possible death from
falling from midair by wearing a
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In Rural Cuba.

climate, with dignified proportions,
with two high ceilinged floors, with
The
balconies and broad windows.
building is painted a cool gray.
A little further along the New Havana jostles the old In the shape of a
structure several times as large, with
at least three times as many floors,
not as high between joints, and with
narrower window, some arranged in
groups of two or three and with hot
looking mahogany colored shades, the
building itself being painted a warm
olive.
Furthermore, Instead of the usual
flat roof, appropriate to the tropics,
this particular roof is surmounted by
a red dome over which sway a gilt
and doubtles disguBted Diana. Now
there are red and reds. And some
may be a grateful color feature even

la the south.
WHIPS

FOR

SWINDLE.

Widow of Oakland, Cal, Attack Law-yeaNEW BANK INCORPORATED.
for Alleged "Bunko" Eight
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 14. Articles
Year Ago.
filed
inere
were
yes
of Incorporation

r

.

terday for another big bank, lhe
Peoples' Bank and Trust Co. of Kast
Las Vegas which will start business
at once with a paid up capital of 100
000. The new' Institution is capital
ized at $250,000, the shares valued

San Francisco, Cal. "Now I've got
you," shouted Mrs. Emily J. Russell,
a widow of Oakland Calif., a she
Schuyler Duryee, a
horsewhipped
lawyer and candipioneer citizen,
date for city commissioner.
Duryee's back was cut and his body
aS $40 par.
before he could get the whip
bruised
Alice A. Reeves of Emporia, Kan. away from the woman. She says that
is among the directors of the institu he bunkoed her in a stock deal in
tion. Other directors are L. B. Brown San Francisco eight years ago. With
she
of Las Vegas; Bernhardt Abercrom another man, Duryee Induced her, and
bie of Anton Chico, San Miguel coun alleges to dispose of her holdings
turn over $4,300 to invest in a mine
ty, and D.. L. Batchelor of East Las owned
by an English mining company.
Vegas. The institution will do a gen

eral banking business.

"Remember!" he said with stern
risage, "you are leaving my house for
the last time. In accepting the
of that woman you are no
longer a daughter of mine! We have
given you every comfort in life, and
now if you prefer to galavant through
the streets of Paris with a woman of
that caliber to living respectably with
four parents you are at liberty to do
."
Peter Girard turned from his
laughter without so much as a second
glanoe.
By force of will Betty swallowed the
peat lump In her throat. Had her
lather taken her in his arms sh
would probably never have sailed for
Paris, but he did not and Betty' eye
Sashed.
"Very well!" she cried back defiant,
And for
ly, "I will not come back!"
(ear lest the threatened tears fall
Betty went hurriedly from her father's
bouse and Into the waiting village omnibus. Once inside its musty depth
Betty had a good cry. Through her
tears she could se her mother's calm,
beautiful face when she had said, "I
hope you are going to be happy in
Four new life, Betty."
And when the rumble of departing
carriage wheels died away Peter Girard turned to his wife and there was
i twinkle in his eyes. He took his
wife in his arms.
'Cheer up, dear," he told her, "our
aaughter has merely gone on a trip ol
lislllusionment and she will come flying back to her little mother and her
iaddy before another two moons have
waned."
"Two months is a long time without
Betty," smiled the mother.
If two months seemed long to her
parents In Long Island, tbey proved
Midless to Betty In Paris.
She had enjoyed the ocean trip to
the utmost. The newness of it all and
the pleasure of meeting bo many inter-tstin-g
persons cast out all homesickness for the time being. But try aa
ibe might to retard it, Betty felt her
lelf drawing within her shell as far ai
Mathilda Davis was concerned.
Tha
Intimacy brought about by sharing one
:abln had not enhanced the woman's
;harm.
Betty had been led to expect, that
those persons on the boat who had
leemed such good friends would prove
the same on land. It would take a
third or even fourth trip to convince
Betty that the friendship qf shipboard
Is only a passing fanoy.
So Betty
met her first dlsllluslottnent. In Paris
she saw two of the mWt who had been
charmed by her presence on ship
board, but things were not the same
and after a dinner at a cafe or an
evening at the Opera they, too, drop
ped out of her life. At the end of a
fortnight Betty found herself a stranger In a strange land.
That she was paying the greater
half of the expenses did not bother
her, but the type, of men who
their studio disgusted her.
Betty found herself longing for
Tom
who
Hillary,
thought all women pure and beautiful
and sweet.
She realized $at Paris and many
things Parisian would have been beautiful to her had aha not been so lonely. It stole over Jetty's consciousnese
gradually that happiness did not come
with having one's own way.
After a few weary days of trying for
the first time in her twenty-on- e
years
to plan her own life, Betty decided to
go to London, where she would at
least be among her own people. II
was a relief to walk along the London
streots and find herself unmolested by
dapper little men with black mustaches. No one looked at her upon
the street and no one seemed even tc
notice her presence.
Betty's eyes grew wistful and her
No one
Hps dropped at the corners.
out of the thousands of human beings
In the largest of all cities loved her
and absolutely
She was completely
alone.
With stubbornness greatly dlmin
chap-sronag- e

steamers and the great
Standard Oil boats to the coastal
steamers and freighters, the harboi
lighters, the motor boats and the
yachts, the sailboats and row boati
with that fascinating cover over the
aft part, like the craft on the Italian
lakes, to keep off the southern sun
from the too sensitive voyager.
The harbor unites the strenuous
with the serene. Unloading and load'
lng means a lot of labor. And yet the
labor seems to go on unnervously, per
haps because of the tropical climate,
which, discourages overexertion.
Alongside there is one of the good
old buildings characteristic of Cuba
or Spain, well adapted to a southern
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Havana, Cuba. "Are you a Cuban?"
I asked of the sailor who was
taking
me about Havana harbor, writes a
correspondent of the Outlook.
He answered my question with another: "Can a Cuban sail a boat?"
Then he added, "No, aenor; we have
to come over here from Spain to sail
the Cubans' boats for them. And there
are many of us in Cuba for that an'a
for other labors more than a hundred
thousand.
Some come from Galicia,
where I come from; some from the
Canary islands."
All this In Castillan Spanish. I had
suspected as much. Looking more
closely at the sailor I saw that his
lean face resembled those of the north
of Spain. There are, as he aald, very
many Spaniards still in Cuba and,
for their benefit to boating hereabouts,
it is not to be regretted.
Every day about noon a breeze
springs up here. It cools you a bit
after the great heat of the city much
too hot for most northerners and you
sit for a long time In your sailboat,
tacking about the two and a half mile
wide Inner harbor.
Then you sail back tp Havana, and
'opposite the landing place enter a
quaint restaurant Mounting to the
second story esplanade,
you order
your fish in a paper bag and other sea
delicacies, and then, looking out from
amid the potted shrubs, settle down
to the enjoyment of a new view of the
harbor.
In it are craft of all sorts from
trans-Atlanti-

iiili, bv Associated

Betty had shown signs of rebellion
ilnce the moment the nurse had plunged her into her first small tub; at the
age of ten she was pretty but
at eighteen she threatened to
actor because"
elops with a second-ratthe was refused a racing motor car.
beautiful and
Arriving at twenty-one- ,
headstrong, Betty considered herself
a very much abused person.
But with all her fault Betty waa
adorable and adored. Her parent
loved her with a devotion that spoke
well for her ultimate good; they knew
that her perversity would one day
melt before the light of reason. In
many small instances Betty had alto their tactful
ready auccumbed
method, but In big thing she waa obdurate; she disliked giving in to the
will of another.
The crisis came when Betty' parents flatly refused to let her take a
trip to Pari with Mathilda Davla.
Mathilda had a husband somewhere
on the globe but she
preferred to
tudy painting In the Latin quarter to
living in domestic bit. So vividly
had she painted the joys of student
life to the untutored Betty that the
latter felt life no longer polble without some of those joys. After trying
very wile at her command in order
to gain ber parents' consent and falling, Betty defied parental authority
and skipped off with Mathilda to Paris.
Before taking her leave Betty' father had looked long and steadily into
his wayward daughter'
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Held Her Hand; Ring 8tolen.
Yonkers, N. Y. Miss Nellie Burns
Mistress I want you to under- of Uniontown has complained to the
moonstand, Anna, that I will not have that police that after a stroll in the whom
man
here,
with
a
young
light
big policeman in my kitchen!
to hold her hand, she
Anna All rijAt, ma'am! I know a she permitted
missed ber diamond ring.
smaller one.

CELEBRATION

SEVEN
BEGINS

lshed in her nature and pliability augCheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 14. Throngs
mented Betty walked thoughtfully of
visitors from Denver and the east
past St. Paul's cathedral and down
arrived in Cheyenne today for the
Cheapslde.
A little things change the current opening of the sixteenth annual Fron
of life, Just so a little thing sent a tier celebration. Fully 6,000 people
rush of tear to Betty' eye. It was are guests of the city already and
the sight of four tiny typewriter in
train is crowded to Its utmost
a window on Cheapslde. Betty's fath- eveiy
er had bought her one of those very capacity. Many cowboys are in the
portable machines with the hope that city from all parts of Wyoming, and
she would develop a budding sense of they, with the Indians In their red
and yellow blankets, are attrartin?
poesy in her nature.
"Daddy love me and so does much attention from the visitors.
"and I have The festivities will continue until the
mamma," the told
been a (elfish little cat! I am going
down to the old Bow street church end of the week. Among the eente
on the program are roping and buck
and think things out."
Betty walked on down toward the lng contests for the world's chamchurch whose bell had told Dick pionship, shooting competitions, cowWhlttlngton to turn back again toward boy races, exhibitions of fancy riding.
London. "Perhaps I, too, can hear Indian
races, branding contests and
something in the bell," sighed Betty.
A sense of awe stole over her when military maneuvers by detail of Uni
jha stood within the ancient, historic ted States troops from Fort D. A.
edifice and she dipped quietly into a Russell.
pew. There waa no one In the church
snd Betty was glad because she felt
ANOTHER ALLEN ON TRIAL.
like crying. In an effort to divert her
Wyethville, Va, Aug. 14. The case
mind from the lump that waa rising in
ber throat she glanced about at the of Friel Allen, one of the gang of
wonderful window, and aa her eye
outlaws alleged to have committed
rested on the one above the altar the the Carroll county court house murtears came unheeded.
ders at Hillsville last March, was
The Virgin Mother waa there With
caled
for , today. The indictment
aer Christ Child In her arm. Betty
luddenly realised that since the time upon which he Is to be tried charges
the herself had been a baby in arm him with the murder of commonHer mother had guarded her from all wealth's attorney William M. Fostrouble and care; had petted and loved
ter, one of the five persons killed in
aer and now
the court room tragedy. Friel Allen
Betty alipped down to her knee on
the worn hassock and buried her bead Is the, third of the Allen clan to be
In her anna. Her slight frame ahoob tried for the murders.
Flody Allen
with the sob she had been forcing and his son, Claud Allien, have been
back since the hour she had' left her triel and convicted of first
degree
father's house.
murder.
A soft footfall sounded, but Betty
scarcely heard, so deep was her re-

hrlf,

pentance.
Tom Hillary stopped at sight of the
weeping girl, then caught a surprised
breath. He slipped an arm about her.
"Betty girl," was all be said, because his own voice was not quite
steady. He had drawn her up until
she stood beside him.
Her eyes clung to his In wonderment. Something deep and steady wa
glowing there and Tom Hillary knew
his moment had come.
When he spoke the gladness in his
voice brought the color to Betty's
'
cheeks.
"I sailed from home' the week after
you left and have been roaming the
streets of Paris looking for either you
or Mathilda. Yesterday I gave up and
crossed over to London." He looked
down Into her happy eye. "When are
you going to marry me? Nothing els

matters."
Betty looked down at the little ring
Tom had put on her finger when they
were children, and smiled. After a
moment she said shyly, "Just as aoon
as I have sent a cable home saying
Betty repents.' "
REWARD

OR PUNISH THE GODS

Chinese 8ystem That Has Merit,
Though 8omewhat Humiliating
to the Deities.
The Peking Gazette publloly commends and compliments
the state
gods when the sovereign or regent la
satisfied that they have done their full
duty toward Chinamen. When some
particular god distinguishes himsell
by an extraordinary service his rank
among the gods is raised by imperial
command.
Once the God of War waa increased
in importance by reason of the great
armaments which the government undertook to support, and after he had
shown his benevolence
by allowing
the imperial troops to defeat a body o(
rebels he was metaphorically patted
on the back and raised to the same
rank as Confucius, who had hitherto
held the first place in the state

PRINCE HENRY 50 YEARS OLD
Berlin, Aug. 14. Prince Henry of
Prussia, only brother of the German
emperor, received a flood of congratulations from his relatives and
friends in many parts of the world
today on the occasion of his fiftieth

birthday anniversary. Prince Henry
has been connected with the navy
since boyhood and is regarded as a
high authority on naval matters. In
1902 he visited New York to attend
the launching of Emperor William's
yacht Meteor. Four years later the
emperor appointed him commander-in-chie- f
of the Imperial navy.
CELEBRATES.
Timber Lake, S. D., Aug. 14. The
town of Timber Lake, whose paved
streets and up to date business
houses and residences occupy a tract
that was only a prairie waste two
years ago, today began a thiiee-dacelebration of its second birthday anniversary. A feature of the celebration will be speeches by Thomas
y
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Tho Slore That Sells For Less.

Sterling, nominee for United States
senator; E. S. Johnson, democratic
candidate for governor, and other
public men of prominence.
DIETZ PARDON HEARING.
Madison, Wis., Aug. 14. Governor
McGovern has set tomorrow as the
day for hearing the application for a
pardon for John Dietz of Cameron
dam fame, who barricaded himself in
his house two years ago and resisted
with arms a sheriff's posse. In the
conflict a deputy sheriff was shot
and killed. Dietz was convicted of
imurder and sentenced to life imprisonment.
The application for a pardon has been mad through the efforts of Mrs. Dietz.
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EXCURSIONS
PUEBLO

C0L01AD0

COLO. $11.90

SPRINGS $13.70

DENVER $15.60
ST. LOUIS, MO.

.

$40.30
CHICAGO,

ST. PAUL,

MM. $45.30

ILL $48.30

,

Pantheon.

an interesting announcement that appeared In the Gazette:
"The governor general of the Yellow river request that a tablet be put
up to the River God.
During the
transmission of relief rice to Honan,
whatever difficulties were encountered
through shallow, wind and rain, the
River God interposed in the most unmistakable manner, so that the transport of grain went on without hindThe following

1

rance.

"Order Let the proper officer prepare a tablet for the temple of the

River God."
"A memorial tablet," announces another issue of the Gazette, "I granted to two temples in honor of the God
of the Locusts. On the last appear-anoof locusts last summer prayers
were offered to this deity with
marked success."

WESTERN HANDICAP TOURNEY
Kansas City, Mo.; Aug. 14. The
seventh annual western
handicap

tournament, under the auspices of the
Interstate Shooting
association, has
brought together nearly 300 of the
best shots in the United States. The
tournament is being held at the
grounds of the Kansas City Gun club
and will continue over Thursday and
Friday. Some good scores were made
In the Initial events today.
MEETING OF LUTHERAN SYNOD
Saginaw, Mich., Aug. 14. Delegates
frorn every Lutheran synod of the

United States ere attending the syn- odlcal conference which assembled
here today for a week's session. All
branches of denominational work will
be discussed by the conference and
on Sunday next a special meeting will
Brown-HairePygmlet.
Their frizzly hair is not black, aa is be held In the Auditorium for the conthat of their neighbors of the coast, sideration of negro missionary work.
the Papuan and Melanesian negroes,
but is predominantly brown. On this
WOMEN'S GOLF TOURNEY
feature Mr. Williamson lays a good
Kenosha, WIs.,Aug. 14. A bevy of
deal of stress, because he finds the
same tinge to be characteristic oi fair golfers thronged the links of the
other pygmy peoples, Buch as the Kenosha Country club today at the
Andamanese, the Semang of the Ma- opening of the annual championship
lay Peninsula and the Aetas of the tournament of the Wisconsin Woman's
have Golf
Anthropologists
Philippines.
association.
Threescore of prohitherto been divided over the question whether these dwarf peoples rep minent players representing 15 clubs
resent a distinct branch of the ne- are entered In the tournament, which
groids, or merely stand for so many is to continue until the end of the
sporadic failures on the part of the week.
negro stock to display its full power
of physical development Our author
plausibly argues that, if further ob- GOVERNOR MARSHALL TO TALK.
Indianapolis,
Ind., Aug, 14. Govservations bear out his contention
a ernor Thomas R. Marshall, the demothat amongst pygmies generally
dwarf Btature goes together with cratic nominee for vice
president,
brown hair, we must concede to them has
of Presinvitiati6n
the
accepted
of
a
on
status
the
the
separate type
H. B. Brown to deliver the
ident
strength of this double variation.
commencement address at Valparaiso
London Athenaeum.
university tomorrow evening.

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
'
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East.
NEW YORK, N.

Y

, VIA STANDARD LINES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES

$75.30

$72.30

For further information call on or write.
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We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN DOOHS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIEE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LA& VEGAG L&rJDZn
Phone Main

EVERYBODY

150

Old Town

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Wit,1

LAS VEGAS DAILY

EIGHT

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

Julienne
Hock Turtle

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, sjsaa
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of cowrie.

Mulligatawny
riutton Broth
Pea
Tomato Okra

Celery

Chicken
Consomme

Tomato

;The Harmony club will meet tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. E. J.
Scott at her home, 511 Tenth street.

Clam Chowder
Vegetable
Chicken Gumbo
Ox Tail
Vermicelli -- Tomato

hKE' DAVIS

25

cents.

"The Las Yegas
Loyal Order of
Moose will .meet 19 tne W.. O. W. hall
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock. Business of Importance with a social
function:
All members are urged to
be present. : Initiation and degree
work. Come see the fun and smoke
up. Visiting members especialy In-

For the lest of the Week and For

cited.

CASH We Offer
Fancy PEARS For Cannini

;

.'

rainfall last night as far

A" heavy-

seven, miles east of here was reported in Las Vegas this morning. Whether this ra.!n ; reached tie farms beyond that- point Is not known, though
the rain seemed general In this (Se-

25 lbs. For $1.00
......

'

J

Standard Hams
Standard Bacon
20 pounds Pure Lard
..
10 pounds Pure Lard
5 pounds Pure Lard
3 pounds Pure Lard
100 Bars Diamond G Soap
8 Bars Diamond C Soap
100 Bars Crystal "White Soap
6 Bars Crystal White
Soap.......

.j,

... ...i

i)i

,........$1.00
...?1.90
$1-0-

......

......16c

.ITsC

.

."

$2.35

,...$1.30
65c
40o

"

..:

J3-0-

25o

3

j

25c

Packages Vermicelli

3 Pacltagfi--

3
3
3
3

Macaroni

Packages Soda Crackers
Packages Takoma Crackers
Packages Graham Crackers

be

Packages Oatmeal Crackers

FLOUR:;:;

.

:-

i-

new

for

Be Careful. Bo sure you get OLD WHfiAT FLOUR
wheat flour will NOT be satisfactory till it has cured.
Sack
Lily .Fancy Patent,
Saok
Lily, Fancy Patent,
Sack,
Pride,
Sack
Pride,
48-l-

75c

24-l- b.

?140

48-l-

70

.

24-l-

All those holding silver tickets may have them punched on this
sale- r--t

i

pi

CAPERS AND AliTClSTS
AFFEirS OTIS AEFJCAN

'

'

acres,' was " purchased for $20,000.
The sale was made necessary by the
(foreclosure of ' a mortgage on the
property held by the Bank of Springer. Albert' T. Rogers, Jr., has returned from the ranch where he went
to look after legal matters relative
to the sale.

"If We Do Mt's Right'

Laundered
-- ml

and returned to your home in
the" fit is new" appearance
. you .would expect had it just
i arrived . from your., dress-

GR.OCER.

1

At the meeting Monday night ev
ery phase of the matter will be
placed before the stockholders, and
it will be left to them to decide. A
decided Increase In the membership
of the Institution will be necessary
to maintain the present quarters, and
if the businessmen of the city desire
to keep up the club rooms It .Is up
to1 them to get busy, and give their
support. '
Giving up the club rooms does not
by any means signify that the work
of the Commercial club will cease,
and many are of the opinion that it
would better the organization, as the
entire membership fees could be de
voted to boosting for the Meadow
''.v.
(.:.
city.
On the other ihand, if the club
rooms are abandoned the city will
have no place for the entertainment
Las Vegas will be
Ojf visitors, and
witnout a place to nom sucn meeting as that of the State Bar associa
tion in session at the Commercial
club rooms this week.
There are many arguments for both
sides of the matter and what the di
rectors of the club desire to do is to
get the stockholders out Monday
and to have them express ' them
selves on the matter, and decide once
for all.

X
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SOUTH AFRICAN

VCTIS

W
,

RAS

Ant U CO.

THE ADAM

I

... .$1.00
gallon elze. . . .'
1.50
No. 1, 2 gallon size
2.25
No. 2, 5 gallon size....;
2.75
Gold Medal Cots
.35
Camp Stools
Camp Stools with backs........ .45
$1.00 for the $1.50 Reclining Chairs,
5
or 20 per cent discount for Cash
on any Bed, Brass or Metal. ''
15c for 25o Galvanized Buckets.
20c ! for 30c Galvanized Buckets.
46c for No. 0, 60c Galvanized Tubs,
50c for No. 1, 65c, Galvanized Tubs.
60o for No. 2, 75o Galvanized Tubs
70c for No. 3, 85c Galvanized Tubs
3 Sad
95o for $1.25 Mrs. Potts'
Irons and Stand.
$J.1Q for $1.50 North Pole Metal
No.

AO

.......

1

1--

Freezers.

TlE EST

SPECIAL CASH SALE
FBI

lb

Best of Evcrylliing Eotoblo

TWO DAYS, AUGUST 15 AND

Ml
.'.$1.90
,. ,.25c

100 pounds Potatoes.

.........

pounds Potatoes
100 pounds Sugar
15 pounds Suga- r100 pounds Cane Sugar.
14 pounds Cane Sugar .
h Sack Moses Best Flour
Sack Moses Best FlourSack Diamond "M" Flour
3 Macaroni, or Spaghetti
1 Box Diamond C. Soap.
8 Bars Diamond C. Soap
7 Bars Tar Soap..
15 Boxes Togo Sardines.
1 Large Can Pure Lard
1 Medium Can Pure Lara
1 Small Can Pure Lard..
1 Large Can Compound..
ynAU-iPan fVimnound..
1 Small Can Compound..
PiJnrfl Hams .
Standard Bacon . .
12

$6.25

..$1.00
..$6.15
..$1.55
.. ..80c
..$1.45

J
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Laundry

Phone Mtia 81

617 Douglat

Ate

....25c

.. ..50c

f

Jars.

Eoosier Cabinet

CoThie,

1
'

$1.40 per

doz.

quart Economy Fruit

doz.

half gallon Economy

f

;T. ''

F

.

$1.75 per
Fruit Jars.

See bow many steps you take-You- r
flour is1 here;- your butter

?.
70c ,per, doz. Mason pint Fruit Jars.
80c per doz. Mason quart Fruit Jars.
$1.10 per doz.
gallon Mason Fruit
s.

there; salt; spices;
thing
means a trip about the room.
sugar-r-eve-

ii

Ji.ua

uc

v.

CO

... .

;;c
17c

STORE

They
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"Railroad Rate Legislation," At to
morrow morning's; session all of tne
unfinished business of the association
will be cleaned uPi
Tomorrow' afternoon the visiting
members of the bar will be the
guests of the local attorneys on an
automobile' trip to places of interest
In this section of the state.
Tbey
will be taken to the site of the Aqua
Pura company's new reservoir, and
on a short trip, ojer the scenic highway. They will, also visit the Cam- field and Los Alamos sirrigation pro
"
jects, and the dy farms on the
mesa.
The annual banquet of the associa
tion will be held tomorrow evening
at the Casteneda hotel at 8 o'clock.
What legislation will be recommended at this session of the Bar
association is not known, in fact one
of the attorneys who had charge of
the program of the annual meeting
stated that he did not know that any
action along these lines would be un
dertaken. Many lawyers arrived to
day to attend the meeting.

so?

art.

s,ml

FOR. S1.00 A WEEK
You pay merely $1.00 for a few weeks on the famous Club Plan. The
cabinet is delivered to your home as to scores of others. You pay not one
penny more than the low price established everywhere by The Hoosier Mfg.,
o
Co. All over Las Vegas
people are putting the Hoosier in their homes.
well-to-d-

J. C. JOHNSEN

Licensed Agents For Hoosier Kitchen Cabinets

-S-

EEDSMEN

&

Jun JZUZ. m

FLORISTS

,

(i

FORT" CANNED GOOD!

,

IE1SEIIT

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

Noted

QUALITY

BAKERY GOODS

'

For

PURITY

CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" B3AN0

TlioGsstinieGiiy

I

Breed, Rolls,

I

$1,050

AT YC10 CC03

Coolies, Pies, Gates,

B'

11

n

M

J$pf

i
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"The Store of Satisfaction"

vi

m

FOLLY EQUIPPED

t5

OVEKLAmD nCDIL C3T
Telephone

1
Uk

:ea; ;SON

.

i!

i'tiHH 1 UHlUil

;You want salt? here it is.
Sugar, same. The whole kitchen
i brought to you just over your
work table.

The Moosicr
Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tired Feet.

i

Taste Alighty Good in the Cool

Pall Weathen

r

"i

i5

BEGINS SESSION

FALL RADISHES

,

The famous Hoosier Cabinet
groups everything you need in one
spot at your finger's ends.
, .

.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

Clrtsxnwmnin

...65c

with your Kitchen
Table

f

Jars.

SOW RADISH SEED NOW FOR

..$1.30"

AM

Metal

$1.95 for $2.75 North Pole Metal
.
Freezers.- 25 rolls 5c Toilet Paper for $1.00.
15 rolls 10c Toilet Paper for $1.00.
3c each for Jelly Glasses.
$1.10 per doz. pint Economy Fruit

Fried Cc!ces

....25c

1

HAYWARD

iT. --

I

GREENBERGER'S

THE ROSENTHAL

president of the association, 'wWI
speak at this session. Mr. Wilson
will address the meeting on the sub
ject of "Taxation and Equalization
Mr. Burkhart will
in New Mexico.'
speak on "Procedure Before the State
Corporation Commission,' . and the
president's address will be on the
topic, "Reform in Practice and Procedure." Mr. Reid will ppeak on

YCU

Freezers.

...$3.0Q
25c

-

8?

Las Vegas Steam

..$1.00

-

GUAAF

Our expert girl ironers have
the- facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
.charges, for this work are
'very reasonable.

KD

CAN GET

.

makers."-;-

IJASX MAKE

'

Pole

$1.40 for $1.90 North

BAR ASSOCIATION

Colonel R. E. Twitchell, the well
known attorney and historian of this
city, will make an address this evening at 8 o'clock at the Commercial
club rooms on "TheHistory of New
Mexico." This should be one of the
most enjoyable and most instructive
talks on the program of the entire
meeting, as Colonel Twitchell is undoubtedly the best Informed man in
the state on this subject, having just
completed the writing of a two volume history of the new state. Following Colonel ; TwitcheH's address
the visiting attorneys .will be the
guests of the local bar association at
an informal, smoker.
The second session will be held tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. Francis C. Wilson of Santa Fe, Summers
Burkhart of Albuquerque, W. C. Ried
of Roswell, and J. M. Hervey, the

11:AuU

GET A HAHT,
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Jars.

Procedure."

rial enss,

a

For the purpose of discussing
whether or not the Las Vegas Commercial club shall abandon its quarters In the Masonic temple building,
it was decided last night at the regu
lar session of the board of directors
of the organization to call a meeting
of the stockholders for Monday even
ing, August 19. Reasons for this
action are many, but the principal
one is the rapidly decreasing mem
bership and income of the organiza-

Roy Blackwell, manager of the lo
cal office of the Western Union Tele
ARRIVING
LAWYERS
TODAY
graph company, has received notice
FROM ALL PARTS OF THE
of his transfer from Las Vegas to
NEW STATE.
Salt Lake City, as chief of the printer department.: Mr. Blackwell came
The anual meeting of the New
to Las Vegas ; last April as wire
Bar association, which gives
- Mexico
SchirC.
H.
chief, later succeeding
of being one of the most Inpromise
mer as manager. In this time he has
teresting sessions In the history of
proven an efficient ana popular em- the
organization, convened this afterploye of the telegraph company, and noon at 3:30 o'clock in the rooms of
has
his many friends regret that he
the Las Vegas Commercial club. Ac!been transferred to another city.
Mr. cording to the program arranged by
The change Js a promotion.
local members of the association this
Blackwell will leave for Utah the lat
afternoon's
session was opened With
ter part of this week, or as soon as
the
regular business meeting. This
his successor Is appointed.
to be followed by an interesting address by Judge William H. Pope.
Judge Pope's subject was "Federal

Ladies Lingerie

f-

At The Home of

i

r you

WATER CASS.

MAY
ORGANIZATION
BECOME
A STRICTLY BUSINESS
PROPOSITION.

$3-7-

... V x1

l

- ,
excelien,t condition.
A,
V " - ,', - '
I The ranch In Union county belonging to W, H.- Harris and company
has been sold at public auction. Tbe
tract" of land,- - wnich contains ,4,000
-

25o

These potatoes are smooth, white and medium size.

Good1 rains have been reported
the country around Wagon Mound,
and the crops In that section are in

ction.

.........$6.25

for.......

100 pounds of Sugar
15 pounds of Sugar for
.1.
100 pounds Fancy California Potatoes for
60 pounds Fancy California Potatoes for
12 pounds of Fancy California Potatoes for

U

ABAiON0JIARTER$

tion.

'

THE CASH GROCER

n

Chicken dinner at White Kitchen
tomorrow with Ice cream for desert,
11:80 to 1:30. No trctra charge; only

A Union prayer meeting will be
held tonight in the Christian Taber- nacle on the corner of Eighth street
and Main .avenue. Professor Byron
T. I Reed will ct as leader of the
meeting.

Per Gxn At

10 cts.

"

CLUB fJAY

See Van Petten for Insurance.

In thz Following Variety
Asparagus
Bouillon

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1912.
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Next Door to POST OFFICE

or ca!I and we will have our dcnionslralor

show you.

1c.ypfl3
Phone Main 344,
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